Conversation practice with native speakers.

- Safe
- Trained
- Recorded

Learn more
About this Skype lesson
We joined Skype in the Classroom 2 years ago. Since then, our students - who are learning English - have been connecting with students who are learning Spanish to practice both languages, learn about other cultures and improve their language skills.

Our goal is to have Spanish-English skype calls in a monthly basis.

If you are a teacher in a school in the US, this exchange will fit your class schedule very well, because our students come to class during the European afternoon.

¿Hablamos?
¡Intercambio inglés/español!

About this Skype lesson

I am working on a pilot program to set up video chats between my beginning university students and native Spanish-speaking ELL students in Spain or Latin America. My idea is something individual; each student would have a “buddy” who they could Skype every week, to practice English and Spanish. Upper high school or college age would work. Let’s partner together!
http://www.conversationexchange.com/

Language Exchange Community

Through ConversationExchange.com you can have three types of language exchange:

1. Face to face conversation

This type of language exchange is known as conversation exchange. You practice your second language by meeting up with native speakers living nearby.

Find a conversation partner

2. Correspondence (pen-pal)

You can improve your writing as well as reading skills by corresponding with a penpal. Simply exchange messages with members who are looking for a correspondence exchange.

Find a penpal

3. Text and voice chat

Practice your foreign language by chatting with a native speaker and using your chat software of choice: Skype, Windows Live Messenger, Google Talk, etc.

Find a chat partner